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Instructions 

Online participation: 

▪ A valid Gmail account is necessary for all participants and organizers to use google meet.  

▪ First time users are strictly advised to take a home trial of the google meet platform before participating in the 

competition. 

▪ A proper headphone may be used for appropriate audio quality. 

▪ Sufficient data balance (more than 2 GB) is to be maintained to continue meeting for 1.5 hour or so. 

▪ Each participant should use their full name in google meet id. Any stylized name would create confusion and may cancel 

the candidature. 

▪ This meeting would need web/front camera to be functional. All participants need to be decently dressed in front of 

camera. 

▪ This programme is meant to boost creative energy among students. Hence honesty and transparency are to be maintained. 

Participants should be alone in front of camera and should not be guided by any other means. Anyone found to use unfair 

means may be disqualified from the competition. 

▪ All participants would perform as an isolated individual and not in any team. 

▪ Online communication at times suffers from poor network. In such case the organizers’ and judges’ improvised decision 
may be followed. Decision by the judges (in case of quiz scorers) would be considered as final. 

Live streaming: 

▪ The competitions would be streamed live in City College’s official YouTube channel “City College, Kolkata”; channel link is 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUoBpd4Um0xtFzFE1f6qQlg . 

Quiz: 

▪ Google meet link is https://meet.google.com/nxp-bmva-ujj . 

▪ There would be dry, audio, image and video rounds subject to network strength. 

▪ Any unanswered question may be passed to next participants for bonus points according to their serial code. Anybody 

prompting the answer breaking the sequence (both for bonus and direct questions) would lose 5 marks. 

▪ Questions would come from general fields of study. 

▪ Since the enlisted names have exceeded highest limit there would be an elimination round on 22.06.2020 from 11:00 A.M. 

All participants of quiz have to undergo this test via google meet link https://meet.google.com/qac-nqdp-sbx . 

Debate: 

▪ Google meet link for debate and Crossword puzzle together is https://meet.google.com/qsw-qwfs-eqe . 
▪ Topic of debate is In the opinion of the house, deep dependence on online education is an inevitable phenomenon in 

post Covid era (সভার মতে অনলাইন শিক্ষা পদ্ধশের উপর গভীর শনভভ রো,  ক াশভড উত্তর-পতবভর অশনবার্ভো) 

▪ Each participant gets 3 minutes for presentation. 

▪ Only the first participant gets a second chance at the end to produce counter logic (if any). 

▪ While one participant is speaking others should maintain silence. 
▪ Since the enlisted names have exceeded highest limit there would be an elimination round on 22.06.2020 from 11:00 A.M. 

All participants of debate have to undergo this test via google meet link https://meet.google.com/qac-nqdp-sbx . 

Crossword puzzle: 

▪ Participants must have some app/software in their devices to access ‘.Doc’ (MS Word) file to open and solve the puzzles. 

▪ Participants should upload their work within the fixed time to the email id which would be given during the event failing 

which their works may not be evaluated. 

▪ The solved puzzle would be shared at the end. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUoBpd4Um0xtFzFE1f6qQlg
https://meet.google.com/nxp-bmva-ujj
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